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can be born. Maybe you love the specialty waffle, but once you open, you're too late that no one else in the area does. Or maybe people like your own Run the gamut from fashion to food. With low overhead and operating costs, they are an affordable alternative to a traditional brick-and-mortar restaurant. However, food
trucks trucks If you are planning to serve hot food, such as pizza, French fries or other fried foods, you will need an oven and a frator. If you're planning to sell pre-made sandwiches, you can Need enough cooler space. Outfitling a food truck is like designing a commercial restaurant kitchen. The good thing about a food
truck is that it's a rolling ad on wheels. However, that doesn't mean you shouldn't do some advertising and marketing of your business. Social media outlets like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter are perfect for building a good customer base. You can tweet in the morning where your food truck is growing, to let followers
know ahead of time and post photos of lunch specials to attract customers. As soon as you get ready for the opening day, you would also like to set aside an emergency fund. This is true for any small business. Or indeed, for any person — always a rainy day fund is tucked away. Repairing equipment can be costly. Or a
freak thunderstorm could drive down business in an otherwise busy season. Be prepared for the unexpected by having some cash set aside. Perhaps a food truck business is a step toward owning your restaurant or full-service catering company. Decide where you want to live in a year, five years, 10 years. Having clear
goals for your food truck business will help keep you motivated and focused. Think small. If you don't want to invest a lot of money, a food cart costs a fraction of a food truck with many of the same benefits. Be prepared for emergencies. Start saving money for equipment repairs or other unforeseen events. Get ready to
work for long days. You can only serve food during lunch, but you need to present and clean that meal, as well as bookkeeping, ordering and other mundane work. Food trucks are the hottest trend right now and show no signs of slowing down. If you have ever thought of opening a restaurant, the food truck is a good
option. It offers lower start-up costs and lower overhead. Once you have a feel for the food truck business, you can decide if you're ready to jump for the restaurant owner.
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